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Principal Topic

Entrepreneurial teams are decision-making units (Amason et al., 2006) that decisively shape the company’s strategic posture (Mintzberg, 1979). However, within entrepreneurial teams, individual members can differ in their disposition to act in entrepreneurial ways, that is, their individual entrepreneurial orientation (iEO). This study calls attention to diversity in team members’ iEO and its dimensions proactiveness (an individual’s tendency to actively change vs. passively adapt to circumstances), risk taking (tendency to approach vs. avoid risk), and innovativeness (tendency to create novel solutions vs. improve existing solutions). Drawing upon research in team diversity and entrepreneurial orientation, we introduce entrepreneurial team members’ iEO diversity as a predictor for team performance. Although all three iEO diversity dimensions conform to the same diversity type when applying the typology by Harrison and Klein (2007), we argue that they vary in their type of relationship (valence and directness) on team outcomes.

Method

We chose a sample of technology and knowledge-based young and adolescent firms. Participants were members of 104 dyadic entrepreneurial teams. Hierarchical regression analyses were used to examine the impact of iEO diversity on team performance.

Results and implications

We show that an entrepreneurial team’s iEO diversity significantly predicts team performance. All three iEO diversity dimensions exhibit meaningful but differing relationships with performance. The diversity effects vary in their type of relationship on team outcomes. Proactiveness diversity exhibits a negative direct effect on team performance. Risk taking diversity shows a negative indirect effect on team performance, mediated by relationship conflict. Innovativeness diversity has a positive and direct impact on team performance. The present study contributes to two streams of research. First, it carries forward EO research by showing that transferring the construct to the individual and team level can be a novel approach to understanding processes and outcomes within firms. Second, by demonstrating that iEO diversity exerts meaningful influence on team outcomes, we follow calls to establish psychologically related diversity variables in entrepreneurial team research (Klotz and Neubaum 2015; Chowdhury 2005).
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